Synergism between the components of the bipartite major immediate-early transcriptional enhancer of murine cytomegalovirus does not accelerate virus replication in cell culture and host tissues.
Major immediate-early (MIE) transcriptional enhancers of cytomegaloviruses are key regulators that are regarded as determinants of virus replicative fitness and pathogenicity. The MIE locus of murine cytomegalovirus (mCMV) shows bidirectional gene-pair architecture, with a bipartite enhancer flanked by divergent core promoters. Here, we have constructed recombinant viruses mCMV-DeltaEnh1 and mCMV-DeltaEnh2 to study the impact of either enhancer component on bidirectional MIE gene transcription and on virus replication in cell culture and various host tissues that are relevant to CMV disease. The data revealed that the two unipartite enhancers can operate independently, but synergize in enhancing MIE gene expression early after infection. Kick-start transcription facilitated by the bipartite enhancer configuration, however, did not ultimately result in accelerated virus replication. We conclude that virus replication, once triggered, proceeds with a fixed speed and we propose that synergism between the components of the bipartite enhancer may rather increase the probability for transcription initiation.